
Aquaculture: What's Involved

KEY CONCEPTS

There are several steps that one must take when starting an aquaculture venture: choosing an
appropriate species to culture; obtaining a bottom lease and permit; designing, building, and main-
taining the aquaculture facility; obtaining, breeding, and maintaining the health and nutrition of
the species being cultured; and harvesting, processing and marketing. The multifaceted nature of
aquaculture demands a diversity of skills including scientific, mechanical, technological and busi-
ness.

LESSON OVERVIE%

Students will discuss the various stages involved in starting an aquaculture venture. In the form of
a jigsaw, groups of students will choose a species to culture and identify the processes involved in
culturing that species. Groups will generate a list of all the jobs/careers related to their form of
aquaculture. Groups wi11 engage in a hands-on activity which simulates a method aquaculturists
use for estimating numbers of fish, based on weight.

LEAPING OB JECTIVES
After completing this chapter, the student will be able to:

~ List the steps involved in starting an aquaculture venture.
~ List the various skills and jobs needed in aquaculture.
~ Determine which species are best suited for aquaculture in their area.
~ Work cooperatively to make decisions.
~ Demonstrate critical thinking and individual initiative.
~ Demonstrate creative writing skills.
~ Demonstrate technical writing skills.
~ Demonstrate research skills.

~ Deinonstrate mathematical problem-solving ability.
~ Apply computational skills involving algebra and geometry.

LEARNING RESULTS
STARTING YOUR OWN AQUACULTURE OPERATION
B. Kcology: Students will understand how living things depend on one another and on non-living

aspects of the environment.

4. Analyze the impact of human and non-human activities on the type and pace of change in
ecosystems.

L. Corrimunication: Students will communicate effectively in science and technology.
2. Use journals and self assessment to describe and analyze scientific and technological expe-

riences and to reflect on problem solving processes.
5. Critique models, stating how they do and do not effectively represent the real phenomenon.

M. Implications of Science and Technology: Students will understand the historic, social, eco-
nomic, environmenta!, and ethical implications related to science and techno1ogy.
l. Explain the iinpact of political decisions on science and technology
2. Demonstrate the importance of resource management, controlling environmentai impacts,

and maintaining natural ecosystems.



DETERMINING NUMBER BY %EIGHT IN FISH POPULATIONS
J. Inquiry and Problem Solving: Students will apply inquiry and problem solving approaches

in science and technology,
1. Make accurate observations using appropriate tools and units of measure.
2. Verify, evaluate, and use results in a purposefu1 way.

L. Communication:

3. Make and use appropriate symbols, pictures, diagrams, scale drawings, and models to repre-
sent and simplify real-life situations and solve problems.

5. Critiques models, stating how they do and do not effectively represent the real phenomenon,

MATERj ALS

Copies of lab handout Determining Number by 8'eight in Fish Populations, 1-quart g1ass jar filled
with dry kidney beans for each lab group, one 8-inch diameter aluminum pie tin for each lab
group, scales, calculator  optional!.

BACKGROUND

Starting an aquaculture operation is no simple task. A great deal of research is necessary to
determine which species to culture and what technology to utilize. A variety of skilled profession-
als will be needed in order to design, build, and maintain the facility. Aquaculture is a business
and therefore requires all the skills associated with running a business, including financial man-
agement, human relations, and bookkeeping � as well as an understanding of the legal aspects of
licensing and permitting the facility. Both the business aspect of aquaculture and the day-to-day
rnanageinent requires mathematical problem-solving and computational skills.

There are so many different skills required in the growing industry of aquaculture. As a
result, there are many different jobs and careers related to aquaculture, both directly and indirectly.
Education and training for careers in aquaculture may take place at technical or vocational schoo1s,
colleges and universities, internships and on-the-job training,

Jobs in Aquaculture
Supplies and Services

~ Finance: Providing money for establishing aquaculture facilities.
 banker, loan officer, farm credit association employee!
Feed and Supplies; Manufacturing, selling, hauling, storing, purchasing feed and feed

ingredients.
 feed salesperson, truck driver, feed mill workers, nutritionist!
~ Equipment: Manufacturing, selling, hauling and instalhng aquaculture equipment.
 equipment engineer, builder, installer, salesperson!
~ Construction: Designing and constructing aquaculture facility.
 engineer, architect, carpenter, equipment operator, electrician, surveyor, well driller!
~ Consulting: Advising aquaculturists on how to manage a successful aquaculture business.
 general consultant, extension specialist, veterinarian, nutritionist!

Training and Education: Includes an increasing number of jobs available in the area of educating
and training the next generation of aquaculturists.

~ High school instructor
~ College or university instructor
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Fisheries instructor

~ Extension specialist

Production Employment: Includes all occupations directly associated with growth, reproduction.
and harvesting of the cultured species.

~ Business management: Encompasses planning, organizing, staffing, directing, and control-
ling the activities at the aquaculture facility.
~ Aquaculture staff: Includes both skilled and unskilled laborers.
 fishery techrucian, water technician, seine operator, biologist!

Marketing: Includes all jobs and activities which link the aquacultured product to the consumer.
~ Processing: UsuaHy involves the preparatio~ of fish or shellfish in a processing plant.
~ Promoting/ Marketing: Encourages the consumer to purchase the product.
 writers, photographers, advertisers, aud salespeople!

Inspection: Includes jobs related to health, safety, and environmental regulation.

Research and Development: Includes research scientists, technicians, and lab assistants who con-
tinually look for new and profitable ways to culture species.

General Marine Farm Site Requirements for Atlantic Salmon
 Submitted by Christopher Bartlett, Sea Grant Marine Advisory Program, University of Maine!

~ Tpmpptutttt'e: 0' 20 C �2 68 F!
 Note: -0.7' C is lethal to fish, i.e. they die from "superchill."!

~ Depth: Flexible depending on containment system; average rule of thumb is a minimum of 3
meters �0 feet! between net bottom and ocean floor. Most salmon farms in Maine are situated in at
least 40 feet of water at mean low tide.

~ Protection: Open ocean conditions are capable of exerting very high energies during the winter
storm months, which can severely damage the fioating cage systems. Therefore, most salmon farms
are situated in areas sheltered from the prevailing winter winds. Look on the charts and see the
islands and bays that are used for protection by Maine's salmon farms.

~ Oxygen. 'Oxygen is required both for the biological needs of the salmon and the biological needs
of the environment to process the organic loading caused from the deposit of feces and excess feed.
Salmon require 7 to 12 parts per million  milligrams oxygen per liter of seawater.! The benthic
community requires 75% ta 85% saturation for aerobic breakdown of carbon.

~ Current: Current, which transmits oxygen to the fish and the benthos, is a very important factor in
locating sites. Most of Maine's salmon farms have a peak of 25 to 40 centimeters per second  cm/
sec! current at the surface which supplies an ample amount of oxygen. This means that the average
current velocity throughout a tide cycle would be about 10 cm/sec.  Remember that there are peri-
ods of slack tide in between the coming and going cycles.! 25 cm/sec on the bottom is considered
to have erosional force, and some farms in the state are subjected to this ainount of current. Current
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is a direct function of tide, so the greater the tide height, the greater the current. Constrictions in
bays where the water is forced through a narrow channel also greatly increase the current speed,

ACTIVITY I: STARTING YOUR OWN AQUACULTURE OPERATION
Procedure

1. As a class, brainstorm a list of the steps one must take when starting an aquaculture operation,

2. Divide the class into cooperative learning groups with four people per group. Explain that each
group will devise a detailed proposal for beginning an aquaculture operation. Each member of
the group will become an "expert" in a particular area and then share his/her expertise with their
group. The areas to choose from are: 1! Business and Legal Issues 2! Facility Siting and Con-
struction 3! Management and Maintenance, and 4! Processing and Marketing. Members from
each group will choose one of the four areas in which to gain expertise

3. Distribute the handout Choosing an Aquatic Species for Culture to each student. Have each
group choose a species to culture based on the guidelines.

4. Members from each group will choose an expert role and look over their particular Area of
Expertise sheet.

S. Convene a "conference of experts" for each area to discuss the general needs of their area of
responsibility.  Students will leave their original group to meet with students in other groups
who share their area of expertise.!

6. Experts will return to their original groups and contribute their expertise to develop a plan for
their new aquaculture company and the species they will culture.

7. After each group has developed a comprehensive development strategy, it wi11 generate a list of
jobs related, either directly or indirectly, to its aquaculture venture.

8. Each group presents their aquaculture proposal to the class, which then comments on the feasi-
bility of the operation.

9. As a class, generate a master list on the board, or on butcher block paper, of all the jobs related,
either directly or indirectly, to aquaculture.

Discussion

l. Were the students, individually and/or collectively, able to effectively carry out the simulation?
~ What additional research might need to be done?
~ What experts might need to be called in?

2. How effectively does this simulation represent the actual establishment of an aquaculture opera-
tion?



STUDENT HANDOUT

Choosing an Aquatic Species for Culture

What type of aquaculture will you choose?
Out of the thousands of aquatic species, how does an aquaculturist decide which species to cul-
ture?

~ Warmwater, coldwater, or inarine?
One of the first decisions is whether to culture a warmwater, coldwater, or xnarine species, The
answer, in part, is decided by the region in which you choose to start your aquaculture facility
It makes sense to culture a coldwater fish like freshwater trout in cool northern waters or in
locations where there are cold springs. A warmwater fish like catfish is best cultured in the
south. If you are looking to set up an aquaculture facility on the coast, you will be looking at
saltwater species for mariculture.

~ Finfish, shellfish, or aquatic plants?
Once again, deciding whether to culture finfish, shellfish, or aquatic plants has a lot to do with
your location. Because Maine has protected bays with generally clean and nutrient-rich waters
with large tides, the entire coast is suitable for aquaculture in one form or another. The greatest
concentration of finfish operations is in Downcast Maine where winter water temperatuxes
tend to be higher. Most shellfish farms are in the midcoast region. Maine's lakes, with their
abundance of clean water, are also ideal places for freshwater finfish hatcheries.

Which species will you culture?
Once you have decided on a particular type of aquaculture which is best suited to your region,
community, and individual goals, the next question is which species to culture. Aquaculturists
want to choose a species which:

~ Has been successfully cultured before.
~ Has a good, stable market value.
~ Is well understood in terms of its biology, ecology, reproduction, and susceptibility to dis-
ease.

 Note: This is not to say that new or developmental species should not be cultured. Experience has
shown that, the more we diversify our aquacul ure market, the better, Or, as the saying goes. Don t
put all your eggs in one basket. For example, if Maine only raises salmon, and a disease wipes out
a large portion of the cultured salmon, or the market price drops, then Maine 's aquaculture indus-
try could be in big trouble. Therefore, it is very important for scientists and aquaculturists from
universities and research facilities to continue experimenting with a wide variety of species for us
to culture.!

How large do you want your operation to be?
Finfish operations such as salmon farms tend to be larger operations than shellfish opera-

tions. Larger operations may result in larger profits; however, they also require larger financial
investinents, more labor, and more risk. Another related question is whether you want to work for
a large aquaculture corporation or start a small community aquaculture facility on your own.
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Areas of Expertise

1. Business and Legal Issues
Licensing and Permitting

Aquaculture entrepreneurs must submit an aquaculture application and fee to the Maine
Department of Marine Resources  DMR! if they wish to lease areas on and under coastal water for
scientific research or for aquaculture of marine organisms. DMR then conducts an environmerital
review of the proposed lease site, iticluding an assessment of possible conflicts with wildli fe
Lease applicaiits must show that they have the technical capabilities and financial capacity to
operate and maintain their proposed facility. Once the lease is granted, DMR establishes annual
lease fees. Aquaculture sites must also be approved by the state Department of Environmental
Protection and often by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Once an application is approved, a
public hearing is held during which all interested parties convene to discuss the proposal,

The Business of Aquaculture
Many business skills are needed in aquaculture such as:

~ Record/bookkeeping
~ Loan applications
~ Hiring and managing employees
~ Financial management
~ Public relations

2. Facility Sitiag and Construction
Designing and Building the Grow-out Facility

After obtaining juveniles, the next step is choosing the best site for your grow-out facility.
Engineers, architects, contractors, builders, and inspectors will be needed to design and build the
aquaculture facility. Depending on which species you choose, you may need very little equipment
or you may need a great deal of expensive, high tech equipment.

~ Finfish culturing will require ponds or net pens to grow out the fish, as well as specialized
nets  seines! to harvest the crop and a processing facility to dehead, gut, and clean the fish.
~ Shellfish culturing may require very little in the way of technology if species are cultured in
their natural environment, Clains are often cultured in trays and mussels on ropes. In an artifi-
cial environment, you will need a flowing seawater lab with trays to rear the young, tubs to
spawn the broodstock, and tanks to raise algae to feed your shellfish. Most shellfish are mar-
keted in their shells, often after they have been cleaned. Increasingly, growers are seeking new
processed product forms.
~ Sea Vegetables, such as nori, require little more than trays in the water seeded with spores,
but a special machine is tieeded to coiivert the algae slurry into flat, uniform sheets which are
the saleable end product.

3. Management and Maintenance
Getting Started

Once your aquaculture setup is in place and ready to go, you ought to have your staff in
place as we11. Full and part-tiine employees may include consultants, biologists, chemists, labor-
ers, and veterinarians. Now you are ready to transport the seed, broodstock, and juveniles, and
begin culturing your species of choice.



Health Management
The aquaculture facility must be maintained and managed. This includes water quality

management and equipment maintenance. Biologists need to maintain the health of the species
being cultured which includes management of:

Feeding and Nutrition: This invo! ves what to feed and how much  if applicable!.
Stress: Fish can be stressed by overcrowding, lack of oxygen, and other factors.
Disease. Disease often results from stress and can many times be prevented by carefully moni-

toring the aquatic environment and feed. If not, chemicals and antibiotics can provide tem-
porary relief, but the underlying cause of the stress must be remedied in order to alleviate the
problem. Vaccines can be effective for certain viral and bacterial diseases.

Reproduction; This may involve managing broodstock, spawning, genetic selection, incuba-
tion, growth, and development.

4. Processing and Marketing
How will your aquaculture product be harvested, processed and marketed?

Harvesting, processing and marketing the aquaculture crop differs greatly depending on
which species is being raised.

~ Harvesting involves gathering or capturing product for processing and marketing and may
include topping  partial harvest ! or total harvest.
~ Processing involves many steps to prepare product for consumption and may include gutting,
deheading, cleaning, filleting, smoking, marinating, or other preparations
~ Marketing involves selling the product to the consumer and may include grading  sizing!,
packaging, advertising, wholesaling, and retailing.
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ACTIVITY 2: DETERMINING NUMBER BY %KIGIIT IN FISH POPULATIONS
Hand out copies of the following activi ty to each student. The activity can be modified to be niore
or less challenging, depending on your group.

Information

Aquaculturists need to employ hands-on mathematical skills on a daily basis, Fish and
shellfish need to be measured, weighed, and counted; feed type and quantities determined; water
samples measured, tested, and analyzed; and chemicals and antibiotics measured, mixed, and dis-
tributed.

In finfish aquaculture, fish need to be counted and weighed for many purposes such as
taking inventory, determining growth weights and feed quantities, and for fish sales. Often it is
impossible, or at least impractical, to count each individual fish. For example, fingerlings � to 2-
inch fish!, are often sold by the thousands or hundreds of thousands.

Aquaculturists must employ sampling methods which allow them to estimate the number
of fish based on their weight. A sample  small part! of the entire population  all the fish in the
enclosure! is netted and counted into a bucket suspended from a spring tension scale. After weigh-
ing a number of these samples, an average weight can be determined. Assuming that all fish are
graded evenly  approximately the same size!, you can simply use weight to determine large quan-
tities of fish.

Sampling Methods..
Mathematical problem-solving is necessary to determine precise estimates of fish numbers. The
following formula is used:

Total NumberSample Number

- Sample Weight Total Weight

As long as three out of the four variables are known, the fourth variable can be determined using
cross multiplication.

6,357 fish50 fish

�0! x ! = 63,570 X total wt. of fish! = 1, 271lbs.
10 lbs.
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A hypothetical example.
l. 3oe and Sue are salmon farmers. They have kept excellent records and they know that there are
6,357 sa1mon in their net pen. They need to know how much these 6,357 salmon weigh in order to
determine the proper amount and kind of feed they should be giving the salmon at this particular
life stage. They net, weigh, and count out 50 fish from four separate sample sites within the pen
and come up with 9.5 pounds  lbs.!, 10.2 lbs., 10.5 lbs. and 9.8 lbs. When they average the four
samples, they come up with an average sample weight of 10.0 lbs. Since they now know three of
the four variables, they simply need to cross multiply to determine the total weight of all the fish iri
the pen.



2. It is useful to utilize this same procedure in other situations as well. For example, if Joe and Sue
made a sale that day of 2,500 fish, it would be much easier to weigh out the fish rather than try to
count them. By counting and weighing out a smaller sample, they can figure out the weight of the
2,500 fish.

50 fish  sample number! 2,500 fish  total sale number!

10lbs.  sample weight! X lbs.  total sale weight!

Now, solve for the unknown variable, X  the total weight of the fish!:
�0! X! = 25,000

X =500lbs

The 2,500 fish would weigh 500 lbs.

Procedure

l. In this simulation, kidney beans represent fish. The glass jar filled with kidney beans represents
your entire stock of fish. The pie tin represents a one-acre pond which you will have to stock
with the appropriate number of fish.

3. Now, imagine that you are selling some of the fish to another aquaculturist who will grow the
fish to market size. Let's say that a proper stocking rate is 200 fish per acre. The 8-inch diam-
eter pie tin represents the growout facility pond which you are stocking with a sample of your
fish. Let's assume that 25 inches squared is equal to one acre. How many acres does the pie tin
represent? You must use the formula for the area of a circle a = m~ to determine the area of the
pie tin  grow-out pond!. The area of the pie tin turns out to be approximately 50 inches squared.
Since one acre is equal to 25 inches squared, then the pie tin represents a two-acre, grow-out
pond. If you are supposed to stock the grow-out poiid at a rate of 200 fish per acre, you will
need 400 fish total, Therefore, the only variable which is still unknown is the weight of the
sample.

4. Now determine the weight of your sale population of 400 fish, by substituting in your three
known variables and solving for X  the total sale weight! in the following equation:

total sale numbersample number

X  total sale weight!sample weight
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2. Count out 50 beans from the jar and weigh them. Now you know the sample number and sample
weight. These numbers can be used to determine the weight or number of larger population of
the same fish.



5. Weigh out the amount of beans from the answer above to represent the sample of fish from your
population that you will be selling, and place it in the pie tin.

Discussion

1. Do you think that estimating numbers by weight is an accurate measure. Why? Why not?
2. Why would this method be ineffective if your fish population had mixed age classes?
3. Can you think of other cases besides aquaculture where this estimating method would be use-

ful?

GLOSSARY

Broodstock: Adult fish retained for spawning.
Growmut Pond. An aquatic environment in which finfish are reared until market size.
Juveniles: Young organisms, not fully grown or sexually mature.
Lease: The renting of a site or the rent agreement.
Sampling: The act of removing and examining a few organisms from a population in order to gain
information.

Seed: Immature stage of the organisms, used as stock to begin a long-term aquaculture project.
Seine: A large fishing net weighted along the bottom.
Stocking Rate. The density of new organisms introduced to a given environment.
Variable. A quantity that changes.

SINO CON CIIONS:ADD ONAAA ZISIZIZSANDEZZENSIONS
~ Careers in Aquaculture
Have individual students choose a career related to aquaculture, research it, and draft a hypo-
thetical cover letter and resume to obtain that job.
~ Aquaculture Job Description
Have students develop a hypothetical job description for some of the aquaculture careers
listed above. This will give them a sense of the qualifications necessary for such work.
~ Short Story

Have students write a creative short story from the cultured species perspective on their jour-
ney from developing egg or cell to plate  or freedom if you choose to focus on aquaculture for
the purpose of restoration efforts!. Stories should include the various stages of aquaculture as
it relates to their particular species production. Although accuracy is important, creative writ-
ing should be the principal goal.

ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Boghen, Andrew D. Cold-Water Aquaculture in Atlantic Canada. N.p.. The Atlantic Institute for
Research on Regional Development, 1995.

Iversenz Edwin S. and Kay K. Hale. Aquaculture Sourcebook: A Guide to North American Spe-
cies. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1992,

National Research Council. Marine Aquaculture: Opportunities for Growth. Washington: Na-
tional Academy Press, 1992,

Swift, Donald R. Aquaculture Training Manual. Cambridge, MA: Fishing News Books
8lackwell Science Publications, 1993.

Wolfe, Louis. Aquaculture. Farming in Water  juvenile literature!. New York: G.P. Putnam's
Sons, 1972.



Water: The "Aqua" in Aquaculture
KEY CONCEPTS

Water is an invaluable, recyclable resource which encompasses over two-thirds of the Earth' s
surface. Of a1l the water present on earth, only a small fraction is composed of fresh water. The
overwhelming majority is salt water found in the oceans. The hydrologic cycle demonstrates how
water changes phases and locations, but is neither created nor destroyed. Clean water is essentia1
to the survival of aquatic plants and animals. Therefore, clean water is essential to aquaculture,
Aquaculturists must maintain good water qua1ity. To insure this, they regu1arly test the water for
such things as temperature, pH, dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide, ammonia, hardness, and
bacteria to determine whether they are maintaining good water quality for the sake of the species
they are culturing and for the aquatic environment as a whole.

LESSON OVERVIEW
Students will conduct an activity which demonstrates the breakdown of fresh and salt water and
explains the water cycle. Students will conduct a variety of mini-experiments which demonstrates
various properties of salt water. Depending on access to water testing equipment and chemicals, a
number of analyses specific to aquaculture can be tested,

LEAl&IING OB JECTIVES
After completing this chapter, the student will be able to:

~ Diagram the water cycle.
~ Explain why the supply of water on Earth is finite.
~ Describe the breakdown of fresh and salt water on Earth.
~ Demonstrate an understanding of the physical and chemical properties of water.
~ Conduct aquaculture water quality tests.
~ Demonstrate chemical analysis skills.
~ Demonstrate measurement skills.

~ Demonstrate knowledge of the scientific method.
~ Gather, record, analyze, and report data.
~ Make predictions based on observations.

LEARNING RESULTS
SALTWATER WONDERS

E. Structure of Matter: Students will understand the structure of matter and the changes it can
undergo.

2. Analyze how rnatter is affected by changes in temperature, pressure, and volume.
J. Inquiry and Problem Solving: Students will apply inquiry and problem solving approaches

in science and technology.
1. Make accurate observations using appropriate tools and units of measure,
2. Verify, evaluate, and use results in a purposeful way.
3. Recognize, extend, and create patterns and cycles using concrete products and examples of

data and ideas or theories.

K. Scientific Reasoning: Students will learn to formulate and justify ideas and to make informed
decisions,
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3. Develop generalizations based on observations
L. Communication: Students will communicate effectively in science and technology,

3, Make and use appropriate symbols, pictures, diagrams, scale drawings, and models to repre
sent and simplify real-life situations and solve problems.

TESTING WATERS

J, Irtquiry and Problem Solving:
1. Make accurate observations using appropriate tools and units of measure.
2. Verify, evaluate, and use results in a purposeful way.

MATERIALS

Overhead projector; Water Cycle transparency; one clear gallon container and two small clem
jars; graduated cylinders; copies of the Saltwater Experiments handout; scissors; glue; index cards;
several gallons water; aquarium, kosher, or canning salt; materials for individual saltwater experi-
ments  see What You Need under "Saltwater Wonders" activity!; water testing equipment and1or
chemicals for mixing solutions  see "Testing the Waters" activity!, beakers, glass or plastic con-
tainers, safety glasses, eye droppers.

BACKGROUND

See individual activites for additional information and Appendix A for more detailed information
on water quality testing,

 Used with permission through arrangement with Schlitz Audubon Center of the National Audubon
Society, 1111 East Brown Deer Road, Milwaukee, WI S9217. Reprinted from copyrighted mate-
rial, Living Lightly on the Planet. All rights reserved.!

Photographs of Earth taken from the perspective of outer space reveal a watery world. This image
coincides with a commonly held conception of water abundance. Ours is a water-rich planet.
Proble'ms we encounter with water shortages arise due to unequal distribution and unwise use of
this life-sustaining resource. This investigation begins with a study of the water cycle. Students
will see that the water we use on Earth today is the same water that filled the water jugs of the
ancient Egyptians. Water moves in a closed system with no additional inputs from the atmo-
sphere. We will never have more water on Earth than we have today.

The Water Cycle
Discuss the cycling of water on Earth. The immensity of the cycle is illustrated in the following
figures.  Help your students visualize the size of a cubic mile before discussing these figures. For
example, eight city blocks equal one mile. Students could try visualizing a cube eight city blocks
in length, width, and height.!

~ At any given moment, an average of 3,100 cubic miles of water droplets and water vapor is
distributed throughout the atmosphere.
~ Once every 12 days, aH of the moisture in the air falls as precipitation and is subsequently
replaced.

~ Ninety-five thousand cubic miles of water are evaporated into the atmosphere annually;
80,000 from oceans, 15,000 from land.
~ This is balanced by 95,000 cubic miles of precipitation which fall back to the Earth and into
oceans; 90,000 cubic miles on land which runs off into rivers and streams and back into oceans,
and 15,000 cubic miles which percolates into the soil.
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Where the Water Is

1n the face of such water abundance, why are there water
shortages? The breakdown of fresh and salt water on the
planet is outlined below.

Distribution of Earth's N'ater



Water Distribution Demonstration

1. The following demonstration could be used to he1p your students conceptualize the breakdown
of fresh and salt water.

2. Fill a large, clear container with 100 ounces  oz! or 12-1/2 cups of water. This represents 100%
of the Earth's water.

3. Pour 3 ounces into a small, clear container to roughly represent the percentage of fresh water on
the planet.

4, From the three-ounce container, pour 2-1/4 oz into a third container. This represents the amount
of water in ice caps and glaciers.

5, The water remaining in the second container represents the percentage of water available for
our use. You might want to label the containers beforehand so students can refer to the labels as
you demonstrate.

 Note: If you wish to use metric units in the demonstration, begin wi th 3 liters of water to represent
the Earth's total water. Then pour 90 milliliters  ml! into a second container to represent the
percentage of fresh water. From the 90 ml, pour off 67-h2 ml into a third container to represent
the amount of water in ice caps and glaciers. The amount remaining in the second container
represents the amount available to us for freshwater uses.!

ACTIVITY I: SALTWATER WONDERS
 Reprinted with permission of the National Wildlife Federation from the Diving into Oceans issue
of NatureScope. For more information about National Wildlife Federation and its educational
programs, call �03! 790-4100.!

Information

Here's a hands-on way for your students to discover some of the characteristics of seawater and to
think about how these properties might affect life in the ocean.

Pre paratiori

Before you get started, make copies of the experiments. Also make up several gallons of salt water
by mixing two tablespoons of aquarium, kosher, or canning salt per quart of water. Aquarium salt
is available in aquarium stores and some pet stores. The students will be using this salt water in
many of the experiments. gt's referred to in the experiments as "saltwater solution."! Store the salt
water in airtight containers in a cool place until the students need it.

Procedure

1. Begin by dividing the students into groups of four. Explain that each group is going to complete
five different experiments.

2, Te/1 them that before they do an experiment, they should read through the directions carefully.

3. Then, using the questions under "Make a Prediction," they should write down on a sheet of
paper what they think is going to happen.

4. Next, they should do the experiment and record the results. Afterward they should answer the
questions listed under "Brain Busters."



5. Once everyone has had a chance to finish experiment ¹1, get all the students back together and
talk about the results and the questions.

6. Use the information under "What Shou!d Have Happened," to help with the discussion. Then
let students start working on the next experiment.

 Note: Depending on how much time you have, you might want to do these experiments as demon-
strations and then discuss them with the students.!

Discussion

1. Why is it important to test water quality? Why is it important for an aquaculturist to perform
these tests?

2. Other than these tests and tasting, list some indicators you could use to determine water quality,
3. What are some environmental factors that cause water test results to vary? What are the effects of
this variance  both high and low levels! on aquatic life? What can be done to purposely manipulate
each of the water quality parameters?

Experiments With Salt Water

¹I Under Pressure

What You Need:

1-quart milk carton, 3 identical nails, ruler, margarine or small cottage cheese tub, cup or other
container, 9 x 13" baking pan, water.

What To Do:

1. Open the entire top of the milk carton. Then push each of the 3 nails through the cardboard on
one side of the carton so they are in a column  see diagram!. Make sure that the bottom nail is
at least 3 inches above the bottom and all the nails are at least 1 inch apart.

2 Lay the ruler down the rniddle of the pan so that the 12-inch end of the ruler is touching one end
of the pan.

3. Place the empty margarine tub upside down in the baking pan at the 1-inch end of the ruler. The
margarine tub should be on top of the ruler. Then set the milk carton on top of the tub so that the
nails point toward the 12-inch end of the ruler  see diagram!.

4. Fill the milk carton with water all the way to the top.
5. Pull all 3 nails out of the milk carton at the same time and then slowly pour water into the milk

carton so that it's always filled.
6. As the water squirts out the nail holes, watch to see

how far each jet goes.

Make a Prediction: Will the water coming from each
hole travel the same distance or will some jets travel
farther than others?

Brain Busters: What did you observe and why did it
happen? What might this tell you about how pressure
changes the deeper you go in the ocean?



¹2 Hot and Cold

What You Need:

4 containers, clear plastic cup, measuring cup, measuring spoon, saltwater solution, aquarium,
kosher or canning salt, hot tap water, food coloring, medicine dropper, and refrigerator.

What To Do:

1. Pour 1 cup of saltwater solution into one of the containers and label it solution A. Then put it in
a refrigerator for at least 2 hours.

2. Pour l cup of hot tap water into another container and add 1-1/2 teaspoons of salt. Stir unti1 all
salt is dissolved. Label this container solution B.

3. Pour a small amount of solution 8 into a different container, add 4 or 5 drops of food coloring,
and stir well. Label this container solution l.

4. Fill the clear plastic cup with about 2 inches of solutionA. Then drop about 20 drops of solution
1 into the cup, using a medicine dropper. Watch to see what happens as the colored, warm salt
water drips into the cold salt water. Then clean out the plastic cup.

5. Pour a small amount of solution A into a different container, add 4 or 5 drops of food coloring,
and stir well. Label this container solution 2.

6. Fill the clear plastic cup with about 2 inches of solution B. Then drop about 20 drops of solution
2 into the cup, using the dropper. Watch to see what happens as the colored, cold salt water drips
into the warm salt water.

Make a Prediction: When you add warm salt water to chilled salt water, will it float at the sur-
face, sirik to the bottom, or mix right in? When you add chilled saltwater to warm salt water, will
it float, sink, or mix right in?

Brain Susters: What did you observe and why did it happen? Based on this experiment, where
would you find the warmest water in the ocean, at the surface or close to the bottom?

¹3 The Salty Sea

What You Need:

4 containers; clear plastic cup; measuring cup; saltwater solution; aquarium, kosher, or canning
salt; measuring spoon; food coloring; medicine dropper.

What To Do:

I. Pour 1 cup of saltwater solution into each of 2 containers and label them solution A and solution
B.

2. Make solution A extra salty by adding 3/4 teaspoon of salt to it and stirring until the salt is
dissolved.

3. Pour a small amount of solution A into another container, add 4 or 5 drops of food coloring, and
stir well. Label this container solution 1,

4. Fill the clear plastic cup with about 2 inches of solution B. Then drop about 20 drops of solution
1 into the container, using a medicine dropper. Watch to see what happens as the colored, extra-
salty water drips into the less salty water. Then clean out the plastic cup.

5. Pour a small amount of solution 8 into another container, add 4 or 5 drops of food coloring, and
stir well. Label this container solution 2.
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6. Fill the clear plastic cup with about 2 inches of solution A. Then drop about 20 drops of solution
2 into the container, using a medicine dropper. Watch to see what happens as the colored salt
water drips into the extra-salty water.

Make a Prediction: When you add extra-salty water to salty water, will it float at the surface, sink
to the bottom, ar mix right in? When you add salty water to extra-salty water, will it float at the
surface, sink to the bottom, or mix right in?

Brain Busters: What did you observe and why did it happen? Based on this experiment, what do
you think happens to river water, which is fresh water, as it flows into the sea? Does it tend tp float
or does it sink to the bottom?

¹4 The Current Connection

What You Need:

9" x 13 glass baking pan or other large, clear container; saltwater solution; container; plastic ice
cube ~y; food coloring; lukewarm tap water', freezer.

What To Do:

l. Add 4 or 5 drops of food coloring to a container of saltwater solution and stir well.
2. Fill 4 ice cube compartments in a plastic ice cube tray halfway with the colored salt water and

freeze.

3. Fill a clear baking pan with lukewarm tap water. Then line up the 4 colored ice cubes along one
end of the baking pan, using your finger to keep them from floating away. Look into the pan
from the side and watch what happens as the ice cubes melt.

Make a-Prediction: As water from the ice cubes melts, will it sink straight to the bottom, float at
the surface, or mix in?

Brain Busters: What did you observe and why did it happen? Based on this experiment, what do
you think happens to ocean water as it's chilled at the polar regions?

¹5 Changing Temperatures

What You Need:

2 large glass jars with lids,2 thermometers that fit inside thejars, water, graph paper, refrigerator.

What To Do:

l. Set a thermometer inside a glass jar and screw the lid on. A few minutes later, record the tem-
perature on the thermometer. This is the temperature of the air inside the jar.

2. Fill the other glass jar with water that's the same temperature as the air inside the first jar. put a
thermometer in the jar and screw the lid on.

3. Put both jars in the refrigerator and record their temperatures every 3 minutes for 2l minutes.
Graph the results.

Make a prediction: After you set the jars in the refrigerator, will they change temperature at the
same rate or wil] one change faster than the other?
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Brain Busters: %hat did you observe and why did it happen? Based on this experiment, do you
think the ocean changes temperature at the same rate as the air around it? How do you think
temperatures along the coast might compare with an area 100 miles inland during the summer?
During the winter?

What ShouM Have Happened

l. Under Pressure

The middle jet of water would have traveled farther than the top jet, and the bottom jet of
water should have traveled farthest of all. Explain that water near the bottom of the milk carton is
under more pressure than the water at the top because it has the weight of all the water on top of it.
In the ocean, water pressure also increases with depth and in the deep ocean, the pressure can be
tremendous, At 30,000 feet the water pressure can be as great as having the weight of an elephant
pushing against every square inch of your body! Life in the deep ocean is adapted for these condi-
tions.

2. Hot and Cold

The warm, colored salt water  solution 1! should have floated on top of the cold salt water
 solution A!. Almost all of the colored, cold salt water  solution 2! should have sunk to the bottom
of the warm salt water  solution B!. Explain that since warm water is less dense than cold water, it
floats on top. Because cold water is denser than warm water, it sinks to the bottom. In the ocean,
the warmest water is found at the surface and the water at the bottom of the ocean is very cold.

3. The Salty Sea
The colored, extra-salty water  solution 1! should have sunk to the bottom of the uncol-

ored salt water  solution B!. The colored, less salty water  solution 2! should have floated on top
of the uncolored, extra-salty water {solution A!. Explain that the saltier water is, the denser it is.
And denser water sinks through less dense water. For example, extra-salty water in the ocean
tends to sink. And as fresh river water flaws into the sea, it tends to stay near the surface-flowtng
over the saltier, denser water in the sea.

4. The Current Connection

Colored water from the ice cubes should have sunk straight to the bottom of the pan and
then moved along the bottom toward the far end. Explain that the melting water sank because is
was colder and saltier and therefore denser. As the ice cubes melted, the continuous stream of
cold, salty water took the path of least resistance; it flowed along the bottom, underneath the less
dense tap water. As ocean water is chilled at the polar regions, it sinks and flows toward the
equator. These deep, coldwater currents are important in ocean circulation.

5. Changing Temperatures
The temperature of the air inside the first jar should have changed more rapidly than the

temperature of the water inside the second jar. Explain that air changes temperature much more
rapidly than water, so the tetnperature of the atmosphere changes more rapidly than that of the
ocean. And air that blows across the sea tends to have cooler temperatures in the summer and
wanner temperatures in the winter than areas farther inland.
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ACTIVITY 2: TESTING THE WATERS

Information

The procedures for the activity will vary depending on the water testing method you employ
Aquaculture test kits and electronic meters are available from HACH and La Motte but are qurte
expensive. Test strips are relatively inexpensive, are available from Environmental Test Systems,
and can test for pH, nitrite and hardness. Some inexpensive water testing kits for aquaria can be
found in pet supply stores. To determine dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide, reagents can be
mixed from chemicals found in most chemistry labs. Take extreme caution when using chemicals.
Read and follow all directions in the material safety data sheets which accompany all chemicals.

Preparation:

Provide freshwater samples for the class to compare. A classroom aquarium provides an excellent
source of water to test and compare with tap water, Make sure that the aquarium has not been
recently cleaned  within the last week!.

"If you are mixing your own reagents, prepare the following solutions:

*Exercise extreme caution when working with chemicals. Make sure that gloves and safety glasses
are worn at all times.

Photocopy and distribute the following lab Testing the Waters to students.
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LAB HANDOUT

Testing the Waters

Water Testing Methods
For each sample test, students will be measuring out 100 milliliters  ml! of the two different water
samples. Always collect and measure samples with clean, glass or plastic equipment. Samples must
be tested shortly after collected in order for the tests to be accurate. Unless solutions are being used,
it will be assumed that students will follow the specific instructions included in the packaging of
the particular test they are using  i.e., titrimetric, colorimeter, electronic meter, or test strip!.

Procedure

1. Divide the class into lab groups and distribute safety glasses to each student.
2. Each group will be provided with a set of prenuxed solutions which are numbered and labeled.
3. In a clean glass or plastic container, each group will collect a water sample from each source

 i.e., aquarium water and tap water!. Groups should collect enough water to do the following
tests. Record the temperature of each water sample in the table below.

4. For each test, students will measure out 100 ml of each water source into small, clean, glass or
plastic flasks or beakers. These containers should be labeled  aquarium or tap! and must be
cleaned out thoroughly between tests. Eye droppers should be thoroughly cleaned out when
changing solutions,

Water Tests

 For pH, ammonia, nitrite, and hardness, follow the specific instructions based on your test method.
For dissolved oxygen and carbon dioxide, titrimetric procedures are included.!

5. pH: Perform the test according to packaging instructions and record your results in the table
below.

6. Dissolved Oxygen: Pour 100 rnl of water from each source slowly into each container to avoid
aerating your sample. Perform the instructed test and record your results in the table below. If
you are using the premixed solutions, adhere to the following directions:
~ Holding the eye dropper close to the water, add 10 drops of solution ¹1 to each water sample.
~ Using a clean eye dropper, add 10 drops of solution ¹2 to each water sample.
~ Gently mix the samples by swirling the containers, taking care to avoid splashing.
~ Using a clean eye dropper, add 15 drops of solution ¹3 to each water sample.
~ Again, gently mix the samples by swirling the containers.
~ While mixing, add 5 drops of solution ¹4. Your sample should turn a dark blue.
~ Add one drop at a time of solution ¹5, gently mixing after each drop has been added.
~ Repeat the above step while keeping track of how many drops are added.
~ Stop when each sample is colorless and note how many drops of solution ¹5 were used.
~ In order to convert your number to parts per million  ppm! of dissolved oxygen, divide the
number of drops by 20 and record in the table below. Carry divisions to one decimal place.

7. Carbon Dioxide: Perform the test according to packaging instructions and record your results
in the table below. If you are using the premixed solutions, adhere to the following directIons:
~ Add 5 drops of solution ¹6 to each water sample and mix by gently swirling containers,  lf a
pink color forms and remains, this indicates that there is no carbon dioxide in your water
sample.!
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~ Using a clean dropper, add solution ¹7 one drop at a time, counting as you go and swirling
solution after every few drops. When a light pink color forms and remains after swirling, you
can stop adding solution ¹7 and note the number of drops that were added.
~ In order to convert your number to parts per million of carbon dioxide, multiply the number
of drops used by 5 and record it in the table below.

8. Ammonia, Nitnte, and Hardness: Perform the instructed test and record your results in the
table below.

9. Salinity: Salinity can be measured using any of the test kits mentioned above, an electronic
meter, or a hydrometer. Record your results in the table below.

10. Pool the results to see if groups obtained similar results.

DiscussIon:

1. What are the similarities and differences between the two samples? Examine the test results.

2. Are your results compatible with expected results? Why? Why not?

3. What are the sources of potential errors?
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STUDENT HANDOVT

Water Quality Testing in Aquaculture

Maintaining good water quality is essential for any aquaculture operation. Aquaculturists
must carefully monitor water for: temperature, pH, ammonia, nitrate, water hardness, dissolved
oxygen, carbon dioxide, and salinity. There are several different methods for testing water quality.

These test methods include:

Tilrimetric

This analysis is based on titration which is a method of determining the strength or concentration
of a solution by adding known amounts of a reacting chemical until you can see a color change.

Calorimetric

This method determines the concentration of many substances in water by the color which the
chemical test reaction produces. The darker the color, the greater the concentration. The sample
experimental color is compared to a standard control color.

Electronic Meters

Modern technology has developed electronic meters which can measure many different water
quality factors by passing an electric current through the water sample. Again it is important that
a standard, control water sample be used to calibrate the meter.

4

Aquaculturists must monitor several factors such as.
Temperature

Water temperature is extremely important to monitor, as it affects the life processes of all aquatic
organisms. Temperature determines which aquatic organisms can be cultured, the solubility of
important gasses like oxygen, and the physiology of species being cultured.

Salinity
Salinity tests measure the concentration of dissolved salts in the water, which is measured in parts
per thousand  ppt!. Even drinking water has some salinity, usually less than 0.5 ppt whereas sea-
water averages around 35 ppt.

pH
This test measures the concentration of hydrogen ions in the water. The pH scale goes from 0 to 14
where zero is the most acidic and 14 is the most basic and 7 is neutral. Generally, fish cannot live
in a pH below 4 or above 11. Ideally, a pH between 6 and 9 is optimal for fish reproduction and
development.
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 H+=OH !
neutral

 H+<OH !
most basic

 H >OH!
most acid

Lemon Distilled

Juice Cola Water

0 � 1 2 3~5~7 8 9
Battery Vinegar Normal Baking

Acid Rain Soda

Ammonia

10 � 11 12 13 14
Bleach

pH scale which shows the values of some common substances
 Source: U.S. Fish and WildIife Service!

Dissolved Gases

There are many naturally occurring gases which dissolve in water. Dissolved gases which are
tested for include: Oxygen �2!, Carbon Dioxide  COz!, Nitrogen  N2!, Ammonia  NH4+ and
NH3!, Hydrogen Sulfide  H2S!, Chlorine  Cl» and Methane  CH4! ~ The quantity of these various
gases determines the quality of the water for culturing aquatic species. In order to accurately test
for these gases, it is best to conduct your tests right at the water site rather than taking a sample and
conducting the test later in a laboratory. Ammonia, however, is the most stable of the gases listed
above, and will give a fairly accurate reading if it is processed within one day of the sample
collection.

Carbon Dioxide  CO»
All living organisms, even plants, undergo a process called respiration which produces carbon
dioxide. Carbon dioxide readily dissolves in water. This can be a problein since high concentra-
tions of carbon dioxide can reduce the ability of aquatic animals to reinove oxygen from the water.
Although carbon dioxide rarely exceeds 5 mg/L at the surface of the water, it can reach over 60
rng/L at lower depths, or when fish are overcrowded. Fish pens can be aerated to add oxygen and/
or remove excess carbon dioxide. Oxygen and carbon dioxide enter the water via the atmosphere,
and from the plants and animals which inhabit the water.

7Z

Dissoh ed Oxy gen
All living organisms require oxygen. Terrestrial �and! organisms get their oxygen from the air,
whereas-aquatic  water! organisms get their oxygen from the water. Dissolved oxygen is mea-
sured in milligrams per liter  mg/L! or parts per million  ppm!. There is a lot less oxygen available
in water than in air. Most dissolved oxygen in water comes from the atmosphere, The ability of
oxygen to dissolve in water depends on salinity, temperature, altitude, weather, photosynthetic
algae concentrations and depth of water. For example, as water gets warmer and/or more saline,
its ability to hold oxygen decreases. As a result, there would be less oxygen available in warmer,
saltier water for the species you are culturing. Some species such as trout and salmon require
much oxygen. These species thrive in cold water where oxygen is more plentiful. Warmwater
species, such as catfish and carp, do not have such high oxygen requirements and so they thrive in
warm water. Usually, surface waters contain at least 7 mg/L of oxygen. Most aquatic animals need
at least 4 mg/L of oxygen to maintain good health. When aquatic animals do not get enough
oxygen or are overcrowded, they become stressed which makes them more susceptible to disease.



Ammonia

Ammonia enters the water from a variety of pathways. As plants and animals die, bacteria breaks
down larger molecules into ammonia. Human sewage and waste from aquatic animals a]so raises
ammonia levels, as does fettilizer runoff from agricultural land and livestock pens. When you
have increased levels of ammonia and nitrogen, this nitrogen source acts as a plant fertilizer and
can lead to an algae bloom whereby plants grow and decay more rapidly, thus reducing the level
of dissolved oxygen. In the water, ammonia combines with oxygen to form nitrites  NO q! and
nitrates  NO 3!. Nitrogen can be toxic to aquatic life at levels above 0.4 mg/L. When there are high
nitrogen levels, nitrogen, rather than oxygen, bonds to the hemoglobin rno1ecule in the blood-
stream causing a condition in fish which is called brown blood disease. 41 aquaculture, as in one' s
hobby aquarium, ammonia must be carefully monitored and regulated since an excess of ammonia
can be lethal to its inhabitants.

Hardness

Total water hardness is a measure of Calcium Ca! and Magnesium  Mg! in mg/L of an equal
amount of calcium carbonate  CaCOs!. Total hardness relates to total alkalinity and determines
the ability of a sample of water to stabilize pH. Aquatic organisms do well if hardness/alkalinity
measures between 20 and 300 mg/L. Hardness below 20 is not good, but it is possible to raise the
value by adding lime, which is alkaline, to the water.

GLOSSARY

Acidity: A measure of the hydrogen ions in solution  H+!.
Acid Solution: Contains more hydrogen ions  H+! than hydroxide anions  OH-! or pK>7.
Algae Bloom: A growth of algae resulting form excessive nutrient levels or other physical and
chemical conditions that enable algae to reproduce rapidly.
AHmlinity: A measure of the hydroxide anions in solution  OH-!.
Anions: A negatively charged ion.
Basic Solutioa: Contains more hydroxide anions  OH-! than hydrogen ions  H+! or pHC7.
Calibrate: To check, adjust, or determine by comparison with a standard.
Cation: A positively charged ion.
Concentration: The amount of a specified substance in a unit amount of another substance.
Ioii: An atom or group of atoms that has either lost one or more electrons  a cation!, or gained one
or more electrons  an anion!.
Neutral: A solution that is neither acidic or alkaline  pH=7!
Photosynthetic: Organisms which can make their own food using carbon dioxide, water, and
energy from the sun, and releasing oxygen as a by-product.
Respiration: The oxidative process occurring within living cells by which the chemical energy of
organic molecules is released in a series of metabolic steps, involving the consumption of oxygen
and the liberation of carbon dioxide and water.

Saline: Of, relating to, or containing salt.
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MAKING CONNECTIONS: ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES AND EXTENSIONS
Density column

Challenge students to create a density column You will need 1 liter of water; red, blue, and
yellow food coloring; table salt; four 500ml beakers; 4 paper cups per group; and one 100ml
beaker per group. Have the solutions ready for the students. Take one liter of water and add
salt until no more will dissolve; call this saturated solution A. Take 200 ml of A, the saturated
solution, and add 100 rnl of plain water; this is solution B. Take another 100 ml of solution A
and add 200 ml of plain water; this is solution C, Solution D is 300 ml of plain water. Add red
food coloring to solution A, nothing for color to B, blue to C, and yellow to D. Give each
group a samp1e of each solution in cups, and a glass beaker. Knowing what they do about
density, see if they can determine the densest solution by layering the samples.

' Determining sa1inity
An inexpensive hydrometer can be purchased at your local pet store. Use the hydrometer to
check the salinity in your saltwater aquarium. You can also use this instrument on your col
ored saltwater samples to quantify the students' results.

~ Field trip to a locA lake or river to perform water qua1ity tests
Students can volunteer to monitor a local lake and report results to DEP by contacting the
Division of Environmental Evaluation and Lake Studies at 207-289-3901.
Research

Have students research the following questions: How does pressure affect marine organisms?
What special adaptations do marine deep-diving mammals have?
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Aquatic Ecology

KEY CONCEPTS

In order to culture aquatic organisms, we must understand the ecology of oiir many diverse aquatic
ecosystems. These include freshwater ecosystems such as ponds, lakes, rivers and streains; and
marine ecosystems such as the oceans, gulfs, bays and brackish ecosystems or estuaries, where
fresh water and salt water ineet and combine to create a unique environment. Basic ecological
concepts which stress the interdependence of life will be addressed,

LESSON OVERVIEW

Students will take part in a simulation which depicts the ecological levels of organization. They
will learn basic laws of ecology, especially as they relate to the aquatic environment. Students will
demonstrate their knowledge of aquatic ecology and marine organisms in a game called Ecorrivia
and an activity which simulates a marine food web.

LEARNING OB JECTIYES
After completing this chapter, the student will be able to:

~ Define ecology.
~ List the levels of ecology from species to biosphere.
~ List the biotic and abiotic components of an ecosystem.
~ List the different trophic, or feeding, levels.
~ Define food chains and food webs.
~ Define habitat and niche.

~ Describe basic laws of ecology and apply them to aquatic ecosystems.
~ List several different aquatic ecosystems.
~ Apply ecological principles to aquaculture.
~ Demonstrate correct use of a marine field guide.

LEARNING RESULTS
WEB OF LIFE

B. Ecology. Students will understand how living things depend on one another and on non-living
aspects of the environment.
3, Analyze the effect of reproductive and survival rates on population size.
4. Analyze the impact of human and non-human activities on the type and pace of change in

ecosy stems.

K. ScientifK Reasoning: Students will learn to formulate and justify ideas and to inake informed
decisions.

3. Develop generalizations based on observations.
M. Implications of Science and Technology: Students will understand the historic, social, eco-

nornic, environmental, and ethical implications related to science and technology.
2. Demonstrate the importance of resource inanagement, controlling environmental impacts,

and maintaining natural ecosystems.
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MATERIALS

Blackboard, Ecorrivia questions  provided!, Gulf of Maine Organism Web, photocopies of pic
tures of marine organisms  Appendix 8!, marine field guides, scissors, ball of string.

BACKGROUND

Ecology is the study of how living things interact with each other and with their environ-
ment, Ecology can be studied at many levels including:

Individual organism
Population: Any group of plants or animals of the same species liviTtg jn the same
place.  e.g., all the lobsters in the Gulf of Maine or a11 the Atlantic salmon in the
Penobscot River!

Community: All the living things in an area consisting of several different popu1a-
tions. For example, an intertidal community may be made up of different populations
of seaweed, crabs, clams, barnacles, etc.
Ecosystem: The relationship of the community with its environment or where it lives.
Biome: A large geographic area which has its own unique characteristic communities.
 e.g., arctic tundra, deciduous forest, grassland, desert!
Biosphere: All biomes together which is the area on earth where all life exists

Level 1:

Level 2:
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Structure of an Ecosystem
The ecosystem is the basic unit of ecology and consists of both living  biotic! and non-

living  abiotic!components. Abiotic components include the basics for life such as air, water,
temperature, light, and soil; and chemical elements such as nitrogen, hydrogen, carbon, oxygen,
and phosphorus. All these abiotic components provide energy and eutrients to the biotic compo-
nents of an ecosystem. All parts of an ecosystem are interrelated and they can range in size from a
small pond, to a rocky coast, and to the Atlantic Ocean.



Individual organisms live in specific habitats. A habitat is a "home" which provides the necessI-
ties for life: food, water, oxygen, shelter, and space. There are many different habitats available
within a given ecosystem. The role an organism plays within the cominunity is called its niche.
Habitats and niches may overlap for certain species. A habitat is like an animal's address; a niche
is its profession. For example, on a rocky shore, a periwinkle snail's habitat is in the rockweed
area of the littoral  intertidal! zone and its niche is grazing  feeding! on the seaweed and algae in
this zone and providing food for other animals. Some species called "specialists" require a very
specific habitat; others, called "generalists," can survive in a variety of habitats.

Competition occurs when members of the same species or members of different species
attempt to live together in a similar habitat/niche and there is a limited resource needed for their
survival such as food, light, and space. Often competition requires that certain individuals, or an
entire population, leave that area and search for another suitable habitat in order to survive.

Ecologists group living organisms according to thei rfuncti on in an ecosystem. These are di vided
into diferent trophic, or feeding, levels which include:

Producers:  Also called autotrophs! Green plants are producers because they make their own
food using carbon dioxide, water and energy from the sun, and release oxygen as a by-product.
This process is known as photosynthesis. Phytoplankton are the producers of aquatic ecosys-
tems

Consumers:  Also called heterotrophs! These organisms get their energy from eating other plants
and animals.

Herbivores are primary consmners because they eat plants.  e.g., beavers, tadpoles, periwinkle
snails and zooplankton!
Carnivores are secondary consumers because
they eat primary consumers or other carnivores SUN
 e.g., seals, eagles, sharks, and trout!. Carnivores,
which feed on live animals, are called predators
and their food is called prey. For example, an l
osprey is a predator because it feeds on fish which
are considered its prey. Animals that feed on dead
animals, which bald eagles often do, are consid-  p ant!
ered scavengers. Many aquatic organisms are
scavengers,

Omnivores such as carp, eat both plants and ani-
mals  carnivores and herbivores!. Humans are
omn ivofes.

c j j
Decomposers are specialized consumers which get
their energy from dead or decaying plants and
animals and their waste. Fungi, bacteria, and many
insects are decomposers and serve an invaluable
function in an ecosystem. They convert waste
matter to nutrients which can be used again and
are important recyclers iil an ecosystem.

z

PRIMARY

CONSUMER

 herbivore!

SECONDARY

CONSUMER

 carnivore!

Animals and plants are connected by their
feeding relationshIps called food chains. Indi-
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vidual organisms usually contribute to more than
one food chain. These many food chains connect
together to form an ecosystem's food web.

Some of the important basics of ecology can be simplified into the following statements..

1. Everything is connected to everything else.
This concept is demonstrated by:

Food chains and food webs which link all biotic and abiotic factors

Competition
Predator-prey interactions

2. Everything has to go somewhere: The earth is finite and has limits.
This concept is demonstrated by:

Life support cycles  Water and nutrient!
Energy fiow: Energy flows from the sun and through the trophic levels, losing energy as
heat as it continues along the food chain.
Pollution

3. Everything is always changing.
This concept is demonstrated by:

Ecological succession: Plant and animal coxnmunities undergo change and pass through
stages.  e.g., pond succession!

- Adaptation and natural selection
Physical or structural: Over long periods of time, plants and animals undergo
changes which help them survive better in their specific environment.
Behavioral: Animals change their behavior in response, to the environment,
Metabolic: Plants and animals change their body functions in response to the envi
ronment.  e.g., hibernation!

4. There is no such thing as a free lunch: There are environmental costs.
This concept is demonstrated by:

Pollution

Deforestation

Pesticide/herbicide use

5. We are part of the earth: Humans are part of the earth and we play an active role altering the
environment to suit our needs and desires. Human alteration of the biosphere has repercussions.
This concept is demonstrated by:

Dredging/ wetland reclamation
Coastal development
Shoreline stabilization structures



There are several diferent aquatic ecos'T'stems with their own unique set of species which are
specifically adapted to livirrg in that particular environment.

Some Freshwater Ecosystems
Freshwater ecosystems can be divided into standing waters  which do not move! and flowing
waters  which move!. Flowing water and standing water ecosystems have very different living
and non-living components.

Standing Waters

Ponds tend to have a lot of emergent vegetation because they are shallow enough that light can
reach the bottom in most places.

Lakes have less aquatic vegetation because light is unable to reach the bottom in many places.
Marshes tend to be shallow, grassy, and lack open areas of water.
Swamps tend to be more shallow and have land patches and trees.
Bogs tend to be waterlogged and spongy, with acidic water.

~ Flowing Waters

Flowing waters are classified by a system called stream orders and are categorized from smaII-
est to largest as brooks, creeks, streams, and rivers.

Marine Ecosystems
Marine ecosysterns differ from freshwater ecosystems in many ways: salinity, currents, waves,
tides, productivity, and the living organisms which inhabit these ecosystems. Marine environ-
ments include oceans, rocky shores, sandy shores, salt marshes, mud flats, estuaries, and tide pools.
Oceans I Seas

~ Pelagic  water environment!
� Neritic  nearshore! waters

� Oceanic waters  top to bottom!: epipelagic, mesopelagic, bathypelagic,abyssopelagic,
hadal

~ Benthic  bottom environment � dune to deep sea trenches!: supralittoral, littoral, sublittoral,
bathyl, abyssal, hadal

~ Photic Zone  the upper part of the water where photosynthesis takes place!
Aphotic Zone  the lower part of the water where light cannot reach!

»o tictol conc

The structure of an oc an basin.

COASTAL ZOlVATIOIV
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ACTIVITY 1: ECOTRIVIA

Information

Since this chapter introduces so many new concepts and vocabulary, a game such as Ecotrivia ls
an excellent way for students to review what they have learned in a fun and challenging way.

Preparation
Trivia questions can be read from the sheet or written on a board or overhead. Use a blackboard as
a scoreboard to record the responses of each team.

Procedure

1. Divide the class into two separate teams and give each team a name. Write the name of each
team on the scoreboard.

2. To begin, ask team ¹1 a question. They will be allowed thirty seconds to discuss the question
amongst themselves and come up with an answer. If they answer correctly, the team receives 2
points. If they answer incorrectly, team ¹1 gets zero points and team ¹2 gets a chance to answer
the question. If team ¹2 answers the question correctly, they will get 1 point.

3. Direct the second question to team ¹2 and follow the same procedures as in step 2.

Questions
1. Ecology is the study of how living things interact with each other and with their

[environment]
2. Habitat is to address, as niche is to . [profession]
3. What are the five components of a habitat?  must get all Ave correct to get any credit!

[food, water, shelter, oxygen, space]
4. Grasslands, deserts, arctic tundra are all examples of what? [biomes]
5. Name four types of standing water. [ponds, lakes, marshes, swamps, and bogs]
6. Fungi and bacteria are examples of what? [decomposers]
7. What do primary consumers eat? [plants/producers]
8. What do secondary consumers eat? [primary consumers or other carnivores]
9. Green plants are producers because they convert sunlight, carbon dioxide, Mid water into food

in a process called . [photosynthesis]
10. Name four kinds of marine ecosystems. [estuaries, marshes, sandy shores, mud flats, tide

pools, rocky shores]
11. If you eat both plants and animals, you are called an . [omnivorej
12. Any group of plants or animals of the same species living in the same place is called a

. [population]
13. All the living things in an area consisting of several different populations is called a

. [community]
14. When a pond turns into a grassland, or a field into a forest, this is known as

[succession]
15. A marine ecosystem where fresh water and salt water meet is called an

[estuary]
16 Name three of the five statements which describe the general principles of ecology. [listed

above]
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l7, An animal which is hunted, killed and eaten is called - lpreyf
l8. When two animals occupy a very similar habitat and niche in the same area, they are said to be

ln [competition]

ACTIVITY 2: %KB OF LIFE

Information

This activity can be used as a way of reviewing what students have learned about aquatic cornmu-
nities and to familiarize them with marine ecosystems. Students demonstrate the interconnectedness
of all biotic and abiotic components of an ecosystem in a hands-on game. For younger students,
pictures can be colored and holes punched so that they can wear them around their neck for the
activity. For older students, you may choose to leave out the string and simply discuss the various
connections.



GULF OF MAINE ORGANISNI WEB

Organism Food Predators Habitat

bloodworms worms,crustaceans
other rnarine invertebrates fish

intertidal, subtidai

plankton

American oyster
 Crassosfn.a virgiriica!

plankton

sea stars, fish, crabs subtidal

Penwinkfe

 Littorina tittorea!
algal film crabs, dog whefks,

sea stars, fish
intertidal

clams, barnacles,
periwinkles, rnussels

intertidal

dead organisms sea stars, lobsters subtidal

dead organisms,
small clams, worms

sea gulls, fish intertidal, subtidal

fish, krill

dams, mussels,
periwirkW

Green-crab

 Carcinus maenas!
lobsters, gulls intertidal, subtidal

plankton, shrimpNorthern shrimp
 Pandatus borealis!

mid ocean

mussels, crabs,
clams, lobsters

Lobster

 Homarm amencanus!
lobsters, cod, sharks ocean bottom

Blue mussel

 Myfilus edulis!
lobsters, crabs,
dog whelks

intertidal

Northern sea star

 Asterias vutgaris!
clams, mussels,
whelks, periwinkles

intertidal, subtidalseagulls

intertidal, subtidalaigae crabs, lobsters, fish

krill, shrimp, fish,
crabs

Mantic cod

 Gadus morbua!
cod, seals low to rnid ocean

clams, worms fish, seals, birds ocean bottom

krill, fshAtlantic mackerel

 Scomber scombrus!
fish, seals mid ocean

S2

Bloodworm

 Gtycera rfrbranchiata!

SoftWell ctam

 Mya atenaria!

Sea scallop
 Ptactopecten magellanicus!

Dog whelk
 Thais tapillus!

Waved whelk

 Buccinum undafum!

Morseshoe crab

 Llmulus polyphemus!

Short4nned squid
 l8exttlecebrosus!

Green sea urchin

 Strongytoceritrotus droebaciii crisis!

Winter fiounder

 Pseudopleuronectes americanus!

green crabs, sea stars interfidal, subtidal
fish, whelks, lobsters

crabs, sea stars, whelks estuaries

fish, marine mammals mid ocean



Preparation

Cut out the pictures of marine organisms  Appendix B! and paste to index cards to represent the
biotic components of the marine community. Write the names of the abiotic components of an
ecosystem on index cards  sun, soil, and water! and also marine plankton  phytoplankton and
zooplankton!.

Procedure

1. Have the students sit or arrange their desks in a circle Each student will be given a picture of a
marine organism.

2. Have the students look up their organism in a field guide to learn a little about it. They should be
able to answer certain questions such as: 1! Where does it live 2! Does it eat? And if so, what'?

3, In the circle, students will hold these pictures facing out so that others can see what ecosystem
component they represent.

4, Ask students which parts of the ecosystem are not represented. [abiotic components such as
sunhght, water, and nutrients]. These abiotic components are essential for all life. Pass out the
index cards depicting these abiotic factors to a few of the students. Some students will have two
index cards.

5. Ask students to describe a food web. All food webs are connected to the basic abiotic compo-
nents of an ecosystem which are sunlight, water, and nutrients.

6. Explain that the class is going to depict a Gulf of Maine, marine food web.
7. Mention that some of the smallest, but most important members of the food web have been left

out. What are they? [phytoplankton and zooplankton]. Pass out the plankton index cards.
8. To start the web, a student will begin by identifying their picture in ecological terms: Is it a

producer or a consumer? What is its habitat or niche?
9. Then, the student will look around and identify another member of the marine ecosystem to

which they are directly related. For example, a plant uses the energy of the sun, a primary
consumer will eat a producer, etc.

10. Once the student identifies the related component, he/she will hold onto the end of the string
while unraveling the ball of string, passing it to the student to whom helshe is "connected."

11. The second person will then proceed as the first student, until all students are part of the "web"
made up of the string.

12. When all students are connected, introduce the idea of disturbance which is anything that
upsets the balance of an ecosystem. These disturbances can be natural  e.g., storms, beaver
dams, floods! or human-induced  e.g., acid rain, ocean dumping, fishing!.

13. Present a particular disturbance and walk through the web again to see which components
would be affected, What happens when the web begins to break down?

Discussion

l. Are humans part of the marine "Web of Life" ? If so, what role do they play?
2. How does overfishing affect the web? Does this upset the ecological balance?
3. What happens when all of the finfish and shellfish are removed from the circle?
4. What role does aquaculture play in the "Web of Life" ?
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MAKING CONNECTIONS: ADDITIONAL ACTIVITIES AND EXTENSIONS
~ Ecology & Aquaculture  The importance of ecology in aquaculture!
Using the six ecology statements listed previously, ask the students to determine how the
"laws" of ecology relate to aquaculture production. This can be conducted in class, individ-
ually, or in cooperative learning groups; as a jigsaw, where each group is assigned to report oii
just one of the statements; or as an individual homework assignment.
~ Field Trip to a Rocky Shore  Appendix C, D, and E!
~ Coiiduct a field lab Zonation Along A Rocky Shore  Appendix C!.
~ Examine the survival adaptations of the plants and animals found along the rocky shore
 Apperidix D!.

~ Create a Maine coastal field guide using the pictures of the plants and animals from Appen-
dix B and Appendix E.

GLOSSARY

Carp: Hardy, freshwater fish cultured throughout much of the world.
Competition: The simultaneous demand by two or more organisms for linuted envirorimerital
resources, such as riutrients, living space, or light.
Ecosystem: An ecological system defined by the interactions of living arid non-living compo-
nents to form a discrete unit.

Energy: Capacity to do work.
Food Chain: The transfer of energy from the primary producers  green plants! through a series of
organisms that eat and are eaten, assuming that each organism feeds on only one other type of
organism.

Food%'ehr A diagram that represents the feeding relationships of organisms within an ecosystem,
consisting of a series of food chains.
Habitat: Those plants, animals, and physical components of the environment that constitute the
natural food, physical-chemical conditions, and shelter requirements of aii organism.
Littoral  Intertidal! Zone: The part of the shore which is exposed at low tide and submerged at
high tide.
Niche: The functional role of an organism in its environment.
Nutrients: Chemicals used for growth and mainterrance of an orgarusm.
Osprey: A bird of prey which feeds on fish.
Photosynthesis: The process by which green plants produce carbohydrates  food! from carbon
dioxide, water, and the sun.

Phytoplankton: Tiny plants which make up the primary producers of aquatic ecosystems.
Predator An animal which consumes another animal.

Prey: That animal which is consumed by a predator.
Primary Consumers: Consumers which feed on producers.
Resource: A component of an ecosystem such as nutrients, sunlight, water, or food that is required
by an organism for its survival.
Secondary Consumers: Consumers which feed on other consumers.
Species: A group of organisms that resemble one another closely.
Zooplankton: Tiny animals which make up the primary consumers of aquatic ecosystems.



ADDITIONAL RESOURCES

Andrews, William A. Investigating Aquatic Ecosystenu. Scarborough, Ontario: Prentice-Hall
Canada Inc., 1987.

Booker, Jaxnes and Dawn Grover. Gulf of Maine Marine Coloring Book. Augusta' .Maine De-
partment of Marine Resources, n.d.

Couloxnbe, Deborah. The Seaside Naturalist. New York: Simon and Schuster-A Fireside Book,
1984.

Jones, Elaine P. A Teacher 's Guide to Marine Life of the Gulf of Maine. Augusta: Department o f
Marine Resources, 1993.

Maine State Planning Office. Charting Our Course: An Activity Guide for Grades 5-12 on
Water Quality in the Gulf of Maine. Augusta: Maine Coastal Program, 1995.

Maine State Planning Office. The Estuary Book. Augusta: Maine Coastal Program, 1991.
The Watercourse 8c Western Regional Environxnental Education Council. Proj ect WET. Boulder,

CO, 1995.

University of Maine Cooperative Extension. Connections to the Sea: A 4-H Guide to Marine
Education. Orono, ME, 1990.

Western Regional Environmental Education Council. Proj ect Wild Aquatic. Boulder, CO, 1987.
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